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In this paper, we discuss statistical families P with the property that if the distribution of
a random variable X is in P, then so is the distribution of ZwBi(X, p) for 0%p%1. (Here
we take ZwBi(X, p) to mean that given XZx, Z is a draw from the binomial distribution
Bi(x, p).) It is said that the family is closed under binomial subsampling. We characterize
such families in terms of probability generating functions and for families with finite
moments of all orders we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the family to be
closed under binomial subsampling. The results are illustrated with power series and
other examples, and related to examples from mathematical biology. Finally, some issues
concerning inference are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Many examples in statistics relate to the problem of ‘thinning’ a random
variable X in the sense that X itself is not observed, rather a ‘distorted’—or
sampled—version of X, Z is observed. Z is influenced by the nature of X, the
means of observation and stochastic errors. Z might have a functional
relationship to X, ZZg(X ), or a stochastical relationship, ZwF(X ), where F
is a distribution function depending on the value of X. Statistically, X can be
thought of as missing information. In our case, we assume X and Z are
stochastically related through ZwBi(X, p). Here, and elsewhere in the article,
we take ZwBi(X, p) to mean that given XZx, Z is a draw from the binomial
distribution Bi(x, p).

We have noticed several examples for this in our own field of mathematical
biology and below we list a number of these. We start out with an example that
was the motivation for this paper. In the biological world and elsewhere it is often
the case that data is well represented by a stochastic graph. For example,
interactions between genes, proteins, or species in a foodweb can all be
represented by a graph, where each gene, protein or species is a node in the
network or graph, and interactions are connections between nodes. Maybe, the
best-known and understood stochastic graph is an Erdös–Renyi random graph
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(e.g. Bollobás 2001). Each node, i, in the network has XiwBi(MK1, q)
connections to other nodes, where M is the total number of nodes in the network.
Other examples which have been studied extensively, are small-world networks
and scale-free graphs.

However, it is often the case that our experimental devices, or observational
strategies, only allow us to observe each connection in a network with a certain
probability. Perhaps, the most parsimonious sampling scheme is one where each
node is sampled with the same probability p, independently of its connections to
other nodes or other features of the network. For an Erdös–Renyi random graph,
where node i has XiwBi(MK1, q) true connections, only ZiwBi(MK1, pq) are
observed. Interestingly, the sampled distribution has the same form as the true
distribution. In other examples, such as small-world networks and scale-free
graphs, the sampled distribution does not take the same form as the true
distribution (Stumpf et al. 2005; Stumpf & Wiuf 2005). Nonetheless, data are
analysed under the implicit—though generally unacknowledged—assumption that
the distribution of Zi has the same form as that of Xi (see Stumpf et al. 2005).

Other examples include the following. (i) Assume Xt is drawn according to a
counting process, where t denotes time. If each event (Xt in total) only can be
observed with probability p, then the number of observable events, Zt, is
ZtwBi(Xt, p). For example, let Xt be the number of mutations in a DNA
sequence over time and Zt the number of mutations that change the DNA
sequence. If mutations arrive at rate l, then XtwPo(lt) and XtwPo(plt), where
p is the probability of a DNA changing mutation and 1Kp the probability of
a mutation that does not alter the DNA sequence (e.g. Felsenstein 2004).
(ii) Another example comes from cancer research (Koed et al. 2005). Cancer
genomes are instable and undergo frequent chromosomal alterations. Here we
focus on loss of chromosomal regions. A normal genome has two copies of all
chromosomes, whereas a cancer genome might have lost one of these copies, or
lost regions of a chromosome (theoretically, loss of both copies is possible, but
this is very rare). Loss can be inferred experimentally from SNP (single
nucleotide polymorphism) or bi-allelic DNA markers typed in a normal genome
and a cancer genome from the same patient: if two different alleles are observed
in the normal genome (i.e. the marker is heterozygous), but only one allele is
observed in the cancer genome, then one allele must have been lost. If both are
observed, then nothing has been lost. Conversely, if only one allele is observed in
the normal cell (i.e. the marker is homozygous), and also one is observed in the
cancer cell, it is impossible to tell whether an allele has been lost or not, because
the cancer genome could still have one or two copies of that allele. If the number
of losses in a region with n markers is Xn and the marker is heterozygous with
probability p, then the number of observable losses Zn is ZtwBi(Xn, p). Xn might
be modelled by a k-order Markov chain in n.

(iii) Lastly, in field ecology capture–release experiments can be used in order to
measure species abundance (Southwood & Henderson 2000). Quite generally,
there is considerable interest in ecological time series (e.g. Powell & Steele 1994).
However, at each time-point, it is impossible to sample all individuals of all
species present in a given area. When averaged over the duration of the
observation each individual is observed with probability p. Note, however, that
some individuals may be sampled more than once by chance. If the true species
abundance is given by a process Xt, then the observed number of individuals at
Proc. R. Soc. A (2006)
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each time-point, Zt, is given by ZtwBi(Xt, p). There are many other related
biological processes which can be modelled in this way. These include, for
example, all processes where a source generates particles (e.g. hepatitis C virus
(HCV) produced in the liver), which leave the source vicinity with probability p,
and where the measurements of the number of particles occur at some distance
from the source (e.g. measuring HCV abundance in the blood).

In some of these examples, the distribution of Z will have the same functional
form as the distribution of X. This property, of course, relies on the distribution
of X. Our own interest was mainly motivated by analysis of biological network
data, where we noticed that many models other than Erdös–Renyi random
graphs, e.g. scale-free graphs, did not have the property. In the analysis of real
data, it is often assumed that data confirms to the distribution of the entire
network, and that sampling does not change this distribution (maybe apart
from a change in parameters), see Stumpf et al. (2005) for a discussion. This
may be erroneous and consequently lead to inferential mistakes. In other
examples, e.g. modelling the evolution of a DNA sequence, the process of DNA
changing mutations has the same functional form as the process of all
mutations, and the same model can be used for both (with a change in
parameter to plt instead of lt). However, this has the cost that p and l cannot
be separated easily.

In this paper, we discuss families with the property of being closed under
binomial subsampling, i.e. families that possess the property that the
distribution of ZwBi(X, p) is in the same family of probability distributions
as X. We characterize such families in terms of probability generating functions
(pgfs) and in terms of moments (if these exist). We also determine the power
series families with this property. The results are illustrated by a number of
examples. Although some of the results are relatively straightforward to derive,
they and their implications have, to our knowledge, not been discussed together
in the literature. Finally, we make a few comments in relation to statistical
inference.
2. Closure under binomial subsampling

Let P be a family of probability distributions on N0Zf0; 1; 2;.g. It is
convenient to think of P as a family of distributions of random variables X given
by P(x)ZP(XZx) for P2P, and we write XwP, if X has distribution P. The
degenerate distribution Pð0ÞZPðXZ0ÞZ1 is denoted by P0.

Further, let GXðsÞZEðsXÞ denote the pgf of X, and similarly let GP(s) denote
the pgf of P. If XwP, then GX(s)ZGP(s). Any open interval I, where GX(s), s2I,
is finite, defines the distribution of X uniquely; i.e. if GX(s)ZGY(s) for s2I, then
X and Y have the same distribution. Therefore, for convenience, GX(s), s2I, is
also called the pgf of X.

We use the following notation througout the paper. Let x[k] denote the kth
descending factorial of x, x[k]Zx(xK1).(xKkC1), and x(k) the kth ascending
factorial of x, x(k)Zx(xC1).(xCkK1).

Definition 2.1. Let P be a family of distributions onN0,X anN0-valued random
variable, and define Z by ZwBi(X, p) for p2[0,1]. If Z has distribution in P,
Proc. R. Soc. A (2006)
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whenever X has distribution in P, then P is said to be closed under binomial
subsampling.

In definition 2.1, the dependence of p on Z is suppressed. The distribution of Z
is given by

PðZ Z zÞZ
X
xRz

x

z

� �
pzð1KpÞxKz

PðX Z xÞ: ð2:1Þ

Definition 2.1 is equivalent to the requirement that

Z ZZ1 C/CZX ; ð2:2Þ

has distribution in P, whenever X has distribution in P and Zj is a Bernoulli
variable with parameter p.

Further, pZ0 implies that P0 always belongs to a family closed under binomial
subsampling. Definition 2.1 also implies that if Pi, i2I, are families closed under
binomial subsampling, then so are gi2IPi and hi2IPi.

Definition 2.2. Let P be closed under binomial subsampling, and let Q, P2P.
Define a relation > on P in the following way: Q>P if and only if there exists a
random vector (Z, X ) with ZwQ and XwP, such that either ZwBi(X, p) or
XwBi(Z, p) for some p2(0,1]. Note that P0 is only related to itself.

Q>P is a relation between univariate distributions, but holds if a suitable
bivariate distribution, which links Q and P together, exists.

Theorem 2.3. The relation > defined in definition 2.2 is an equivalence
relation on P.

The equivalence class consisting of only P0 is called the trivial class.

Theorem 2.4. Let P be closed under binomial subsampling and C a non-trivial
class of P. If P2C, then there is an interval JP with left endpoint zero but not
containing it, such that Q2C if and only if

GQðsÞZGPð1Kr CrsÞ; ð2:3Þ

for some r2JP.

In theorem 2.4, P is called a class representative. Theorem 2.4 provides an
alternative characterization of the relation > in terms of generating functions.
This characterization is perhaps more natural than the one given in definition
2.2; in that it does not involve bivariate distributions. However, definition 2.2 is
closer to how we originally perceived the problem.

Example 2.5. Let P be closed under binomial subsampling and let XiwP2P
for iZ1, 2,.. Further let N be a random variable with distribution on N, and
assume all Xi and N are mutually independent. Then the family of distributions
defined by XZ

PN
nZ1 Xi is closed under binomial subsampling. The pgf of X is

given by

GXðsÞZ
XN
nZ1

GX1
ðsÞnPðN Z nÞ: ð2:4Þ
Proc. R. Soc. A (2006)
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If ZwBi(X, p), then ZZ
PN

nZ1 Zi, with ZiwBi(Xi, p); hence

GZðsÞZ
XN
nZ1

GZ1
ðsÞnPðN ZnÞZ

XN
nZ1

GX1
ð1KpCpsÞnPðN ZnÞ

ZGXð1KpCpsÞ; ð2:5Þ
and the results follow from theorem 2.4.

Theorem 2.6. Let X be an N0-valued random variable and define a family of
functions by

GrðsÞZGXð1Kr CrsÞ; ð2:6Þ
for r2R0 and sRmax(0, 1K1/r). Then there exists 1%r%N, such that Gr(s) is
the pgf of a random variable with values in N0 if and only if r%r, rsN. The
family of distributions defined by Gr(s), r%r, rsN, is closed under binomial
subsampling.

Example 2.7. Let X1 and X2 be independent random variables. Further, let Pi,
iZ1, 2, be the family of distributions generated by Xi, iZ1, 2. Let Zi be defined
by GZi

(s)ZGXi
(1KrCrs) for r%min(r1, r2) and ri given as in theorem 2.6. Then

also the family P of distributions defined by Z1CZ2 (assuming Z1 and Z2 are
independent) is closed under binomial subsampling.

Let P be a family closed under binomial subsampling and let j :J/P be a
parametrization of the classes thatmapsj to a uniquememberPj of the class C. For
convenience, j is called a class parameter (which may be vector-valued). ThenP is
parameterized by (j, r), wherej2J, r2JPj

, and JPj
is an interval with boundary

zero (theorem 2.4). According to theorem 2.6, JPj
4ð0; rj� for some rj. If equality

holds, then the class is said to be full; and if not, the class can be extended to a full
class accordingly. A full class is said to be generated by the class representative Pj.
Note that the class is generated by any member of the class.

Theorem 2.8. Let P be the family generated by X (with r%r as in theorem 2.6).
Assume XZ

Pn
iZ1 Xi, Xi iid N0-valued random variables and let Q be the family

generated by X1 (with r%r1). Then ZZ
Pn

iK1 Zi, Zi iid, has distribution in P,
whenever Z1 has distribution in Q. It follows that r1%r.
3. Finite moments of all orders

We will now impose some further constraints on the family P. Explicitly, we will
assume that all moments of a random variable X with distribution P in P exist,
and that P is determined by these moments.

Abusing notation slightly we say that X is in P whenever X has a distribution
in P. Further, if P is closed under binomial subsampling, then we let Z denote an
element in the class of X, and assume that (Z, X ) is constructed, such that
definition 2.2 is fulfilled, i.e. either ZwBi(X, p) or XwBi(Z, p).

Note that for Z in the class of X,

EðZÞZ d

ds
GZðsÞjsZ1 Z

d

ds
GXð1Kr CrsÞjsZ1 Z rEðXÞ; ð3:1Þ
Proc. R. Soc. A (2006)
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and P is equivalently parameterized by (j, t), where t denotes expectation and j
is a class parameter.

Henceforth, we assume a family P of distributions is parameterized by
uZ(f, t)2U, where t denotes expectation of the distribution and f is an
additional parameter. The parameterization is assumed to be one-to-one. No
topological constraints are put on the space U.

Theorem 3.1. A parameterized family P is closed under binomial subsampling
with f as a class parameter if and only if

EðX½k�ÞZ akðfÞtk ; ð3:2Þ

where ak(f) is a constant depending on k and f only, a1(f)Z1, ðf; tÞ2UZ
fðf; tÞjf2F; t2Tfg, and Tf is an interval containing 0, either TfZ[0,tf], or
TfZ[0,tf) (here tf is potentially infinity).

Corollary 3.2. Any series of positive numbers ak, kZ1, 2,., such that a1Z1,
defines a family of distributions closed under binomial subsampling, by the
requirement

EðX½k�ÞZ akt
k ; ð3:3Þ

for t in some interval T containing 0.

The family defined in corollary 3.2 is said to be generated by {ak}k and T is
said to be the range of {ak}k. Lemma 3.3 establishes how PðXZxÞ can be found
from {ak}k and tZEðXÞ for X in the family generated by {ak}k.

Lemma 3.3. Let X be an N0-valued random variable with finite moments. If

lim
k/N

EðX½k�Þki

k!
Z 0; ð3:4Þ

for all i, then

PðX Z jÞZ 1

j!

XN
kZj

ðK1ÞkKj EðX½k�Þ
ðkKjÞ! : ð3:5Þ

In particular, the condition in lemma 3.3 is fulfilled if supk ak!CN.

Example 3.4. Let akZ(kC1)2Kk for kZ1, 2,.. Then

PðX Z xÞZ ðt=2Þx

x!
ðxC1K t=2ÞeKt=2; ð3:6Þ

for xZ0, 1,. and t2[0,2], defines a family closed under binomial subsampling
with EðXÞZt. For tZ2, XK1 is Poisson distributed with intensity 1.

Example 3.5. If the state space is {0,1}, then the family generated by EðXÞZt
is the binomial family with distributions Bi(1, t).

Example 3.6. If the state space is {0,1,2}, then the family generated by EðXÞZt
and EðXðXK1ÞÞZa 2t

2, a 2O0, has

PðX Z 2ÞZ a 2

2
t2; ð3:7Þ

PðX Z 1ÞZ tð1Ka 2tÞ; ð3:8Þ
Proc. R. Soc. A (2006)
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and

PðX Z 0ÞZ 1K tC
a 2

2
t2; ð3:9Þ

with t%1/a 2 for 0.5%a 2 and t%ð1K
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1K2a 2

p
Þ=a 2 for 0!a 2!0.5. If a 2s0.5,

then the family is not a binomial family and the family does not contain any
binomial distributions, apart from the degenerated distribution P0.
4. Power series families

We start with a number of well-known examples.

Example 4.1. The members of P have distribution given by

PðX Z xÞZ
n

x

� �
qxð1KqÞnKx ; ð4:1Þ

for xZ0, 1,., n, n2N0 and q2[0,1]. Here tZnq, j is zero-dimensional, and
akZn[k]/n

k for kR1.

Example 4.2. The Poisson distribution, Po(l). The members of P have
distribution given by

PðX Z xÞZ lx

x!
expðKlÞ; ð4:2Þ

for x2N0 and lR0. Here tZl, j is zero-dimensional and akZ1 for all k.

Example 4.3. The negative binomial distribution, NB(q, j). The members of
P have distribution given by

PðX Z xÞZ
aCxK1

x

� �
qxð1KqÞa Z GðaCxÞ

GðxC1ÞGðaÞ q
xð1KqÞa; ð4:3Þ

for x2N0, q2(0,1) and aO0. Here tZaq/(1Kq), jZa and ak(a)Za(k)/a
k for

kR1.

Definition 4.4. A k-order power series family is a family P of the form

PðX Z xÞZ bðxÞlxgðlÞK1; ð4:4Þ
for xRk2N0, b(k)O0, and

PðX Z xÞZ cðx; lÞ; ð4:5Þ
for 0%x!k, l2L4R. Here g(l) is a normalizing constant, such that

cðlÞZ
XkK1

xZ0

cðx; lÞZ 1K
XN
xZk

bðxÞlxgðlÞK1: ð4:6Þ

In particular, a k-order power series is an m-order power series for all mRk.

Examples of 0-order power series families are given in examples 4.1–4.3,
whereas example 3.4 is not a power series family for any k. However, according to
definition 4.4, the family in example 3.6 is a 2-order power series family.
Proc. R. Soc. A (2006)
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Theorem 4.5. A k-order power series family closed under binomial subsampling
fulfills, for some suitable parameterization l2L and choice of g(l), one of the
following conditions: for xRk, either (1),

bðxÞZ
nCk

x

� �
; ð4:7Þ

for fixed n2N0; or (2),

bðxÞZ
aðxKkÞ
x!

; ð4:8Þ

for fixed aO0; or (3),

bðxÞZ 1

x!
: ð4:9Þ

Corollary 4.6. The only 0-order power series families closed under binomial
subsampling are the binomial family, the Poisson family and the negative binomial
family for fixed a.

Example 4.7. The (modified) logarithmic distributions with c2(0,1] and
j2(0,N),

PðX Z xÞZ c

j

tj

1Ctj

� �x 1

x
; ð4:10Þ

for x2N0\{0} and

PðX Z 0ÞZ 1K
c logð1CtjÞ

j
; ð4:11Þ

form a 1-order power series family closed under binomial subsampling for fixed c
and j. Here

t2Tj Z 0;
1

j
ðejK1Þ

� �
; ð4:12Þ

thus the range of tZEðXÞ depends on j.
5. Mixing

The construction of ZwBi(X, p) can naturally be regarded as a mixture of
binomial distributions Bi(n, p) over n with prior distribution PðXZnÞ. The
resulting family of distributions for p2[0,1] is closed under binomial
subsampling, simply because the binomial families Bi(n, p), p2[0,1], are closed
under binomial subsampling.

We will give some further examples of mixing. For simplicity, in examples 5.1
and 5.3, assume all moments exist and that the parameter space of a family P
closed under binomial subsampling is a product space, UZJ!T. This
assumption can easily be relaxed at the cost of a more complex notation.

Example 5.1. Mixing over J. Let g(x; f) be a prior on j2J, depending on the
parameter f. Then

EðX½k�ÞZ tk
ð
J

akðxÞgðx;fÞdx ZbkðfÞtk ; ð5:1Þ
Proc. R. Soc. A (2006)
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assuming the integrals exist. Let yZb1(f)t, then

EðX½k�ÞZbkðfÞtk Z
bkðfÞ
b1ðfÞk

yk ; ð5:2Þ

defines a family Pmix closed under binomial subsampling with class parameter f.
A subcase is finite mixtures

bkðqÞZ
X
i

qiakðjiÞ; ð5:3Þ

where qZ(q1,., qm) and
P

iqiZ1.

Example 5.2. Let P be a k-order power series family closed under binomial
subsampling, and let Pl0

2P. Define dZ1Kc(l0) and Ql0
by Ql0

ðxÞZPl0
ðxÞ=d

for xRk and Ql0
ðxÞZ0 otherwise. Let Q be the family generated by Ql0

.
It follows that QZ{Qljl%l0} is a k-order power series family, such that
dQl(x)ZPl for all xRk and l%l0.

Define Rl(x) by Rl(x)Z[Pl(x)KdQl(x)]/(1Kd), l%l0. Note that Rl(x)Z0 for
xRk and Rl(x)R0 for 0%x!k. Also Rl is a probability measure for all l%l0, and
further the family RZ{Rljl%l0} is closed under binomial subsampling.

In consequence, any Pl2P, with l%l0 can be written as a mixture of two
measures Ql2Q and Rl2R,

PlðxÞZ dQlðxÞCð1KdÞRlðxÞ; ð5:4Þ
such that Q and R are closed under binomial subsampling, and such that Q is
generated by a member of a 0-order power series family with b(x)Z0 for x%k,
and R has support in {0, 1,., k}. The two families cannot be extended beyond
l0, because Ql0

ðxÞZ0 for x%k.
Example 4.7 provides one example: Ql0

ðxÞ can here be given as the probability
measure with cZ1 and l0Z(ejK1)/j.

Example 5.3. Mixing over T. Let a prior distribution, f (x; n, f), be given on T,
depending on the parameter ðn;fÞ2R0!F. If the moments of the prior fulfillðN

0
xkf ðx; n;fÞdx Z ckðfÞnk; ð5:5Þ

for kR1, then the mixture of P with f (x; n, f) is also closed under binomial
subsampling, because

EðX½k�ÞZ
ðN
0
akðjÞxkf ðx; n;fÞdx Z akðjÞckðfÞnk : ð5:6Þ

Let mZc1(f)n, hence

EðX½k�ÞZ
akðjÞckðfÞ
c1ðfÞk

mk Zakðj;fÞmk; ð5:7Þ

for kR1, m2R0 and ak(j, f)Zak(j)ck(f)/c1(f)
k defines a family Pmix closed

under binomial subsampling with class parameter (j, f). Prior distributions
fulfilling equation (5.5) include the Gamma distributions, G(n, f), with momentsðN

0
xk

nKf

GðfÞ x
fK1 eKx=n dx Z

GðfCkÞ
GðfÞ nk; ð5:8Þ
Proc. R. Soc. A (2006)
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and the folded normal distribution (i.e. the absolute value of a normal) with
moments ðN

0
xk

ffiffiffi
2

pffiffiffi
p

p
n
eKx2=ð2n2Þ Z

2k=2ffiffiffi
p

p G
kC1

2

� �
nk : ð5:9Þ

If P is the family of Poisson distributions with akZ1, then mixing P over l with
the folded normal yields

ak ZpðkK1Þ=2G
kC1

2

� �
; ð5:10Þ

and from lemma 3.3,

PðX Z jÞZ 1

j!

XN
kZj

ðK1ÞkKj

ðN
0
xk

ffiffiffi
2

pffiffiffi
p

p
n
eKx2=ð2n2Þ dx

Z
1

j!

ffiffiffi
2

pffiffiffi
p

p
n

ðN
0
xj eKxKx2=ð2n2Þ dx:

ð5:11Þ

The expectation of X is EðXÞZn
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=p

p
.

6. Inference

Assuming ZwBi(X, p), then the conditional distribution of Z given XZx, ZjXZx,
is S-ancillary about inference on p, and X is S-sufficient for inference on
parameters, u2U, describing the distribution of X. The distribution of Z is
generally not sufficient for inference on either of the parameters p and u.

Let us now consider a one-dimensional family of distributions closed under
binomial subsampling. Denote the compound parameter by qZpt. Then the
distribution of Z does only depend on q and the conditional distribution XjZZz
can be found from that of X, Z and ZjXZx. For some of the families discussed in
this paper, the distribution of XjZZz is in fact L-nonformative about q
(Barndorff-Nielsen 1999). Hence, it can be argued that Z contains all the
information available about q and Z is said to be L-sufficient for inference on q.
Families for which Z is L-sufficient include the 0-order and 1-order power series
families. However, this is not a general feature of families closed under binomial
subsampling. For instance, XjZZz is not L-nonformative about q in examples 3.4
and 3.6; despite the family in example 3.6 being a 2-order power series family.

To provide an example, consider the Poisson family. The conditional
distribution of XjZZz is given by

x

z

� �
pzð1KpÞxKz z!qx

x!pxqz
eKqð1=pK1Þ; ð6:1Þ

where XwPo(t)ZPo(q/p). Let p̂q be the profile likelihood estimate of p for fixed
q. Then

1

p̂q
Z

xKz

q
C1; ð6:2Þ
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and the relative conditional profile likelihood becomes

Lðq1; p̂q1Þ
Lðq2; p̂q2Þ

Z
q1

q2

� �z

eKq1Cq2 ; ð6:3Þ

for two values of q, q1 and q2. Since it only depends on q1, q2 and z, not x, it is
L-nonformative about q (Barndorff-Nielsen 1999) and Z is L-sufficient for
inference on q, the compound parameter.

Let us return to the general setting. The likelihood function of z is

PðZ Z zÞZ
X
xRz

x

z

� �
pzð1KpÞxKz

PðX Z xÞ: ð6:4Þ

If the family is closed under binomial subsampling, simulation from the
distribution of X (for arbitrary parameter u) and simulation from the
distribution of Z are computationally the same, as Z and X belong to the same
family of distributions. Thus, the likelihood function for ZZz has the same
computational tractability as the likelihood function for XZx. Conversely, if the
family is not closed under binomial subsampling, then simulation from the
distribution of Z might be a considerably harder task than simulation from
the distribution of X, because the obvious, or straightforward, way to proceed is
to simulate X, then sample Z from X. The upside here is, of course, that (given
sufficient data) we can separate p and u in the likelihood of ZZz. This is not
possible if we consider Z with distribution in a family closed under binomial
subsampling.

C.W. is supported by a grant from the Danish Cancer Society. M.P.H.S. is a Wellcome Trust
Research Fellow. Financial support from the Carlsberg Foundation and the Royal Society is
gratefully acknowledged. Oskar Hagberg is thanked for several useful suggestions that improved
the presentation.

Appendix A

The following lemma is required.

Lemma A 1. Let X be a random variable with values in N0. If ZwBi(X, p) for
some p2[0,1], then GZ(s)ZGX(1KpCps).

Proof of lemma A1. If ZwBi(X, p), then

GZðsÞZ
X
z

X
xRz

sz
x

z

 !
pzð1KpÞxKz

PðX Z xÞ

Z
X
x

PðX Z xÞ
X
0%z%x

x

z

 !
ðspÞzð1KpÞxKz

Z
X
x

ð1KpCpsÞxPðX Z xÞZGXð1KpCpsÞ;

ðA 1Þ

and the lemma is proved. &

Proof of theorem 2.3. Clearly, > is reflexive, and symmetric by definition. To
prove transitivity, i.e. if Q>P and P>R, then Q>R, we distinguish between
three possible cases:
Proc. R. Soc. A (2006)
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(1) ZwBi(X1, p) and X2wBi(Y, q)
(2) ZwBi(X1, p) and YwBi(X2, q)
(3) X1wBi(Z, p) and X2wBi(Y, q),

where X1, X2wP, YwR and ZwQ. (The case X1wBi(Z, p) and YwBi(X2, q) is
identical to case (1) by symmetry.)

If (1), then we can choose X1ZX2 and Z, such that the conditional distribution
of Z given (X1,Y ) does not depend on Y. In consequence, ZwBi(Y,pq) and Q>R.

To prove (2) and (3), assume q%p (the proof for qOp is similar).
(2) Define a random variable by Y 0wBi(Z,q/p). Now GX1

ðsÞZGX2
ðsÞ, and

hence lemma A1 gives GY 0 ðsÞZGZð1Kq=pCqs=pÞZGX1
ð1KqCqsÞZGY ðsÞ,

since 1Kq/pCqs/pR0 for sR0; thus, Y 0wR and in consequence Q>R.
(3) Similar calculations as above yield that Z 0 or Y 0 defined as in case (2) have

Z 0wQ or Y 0wR, and in consequence Q>R. &

Proof of theorem 2.4. Theorem 2.3 and definition 2.2 define the possible
relationships between Q and P. Since > is an equivalence relation all Q2C are
related toP. Assume as in definition 2.2, such that ZwQ andXwP. If ZwBi(X, p),
then equation (2.3) follows from lemmaA1 with rZp. IfXwBi(Z,p), thenGX(s)Z
GZ(1KpCps), or GZ(s)ZGX(1K1/pCs/p) for sR1Kp. It has the form of
equation (2.3) for rZ1/p. It remains to be proven that r lies in an interval of the
desired form. Assume equation (2.3) is fulfilled for all r in some set JP. By
definitions 2.1 and 2.2, the distribution R of YwBi(Z,p) is in C, because R>Q and
Q2C. If GZ(s)ZGX(1KrCrs), then from lemma A1,

GY ðsÞZGZð1KpCpsÞZGXð1Kr Crð1KpCpsÞÞZGXð1KrpCrpsÞ; ðA2Þ

for sRmax(0,1K1/(pr)), i.e. r2JP implies r02JP for all r0!r. Hence, JP has the
desired form and the theorem is proven. &

Proof of theorem 2.6. Assume Gr(s) defines a pgf of a random variable Z with
values inN0 for some r. ThenY defined byYwBi(Z,p) has pgf given by (lemmaA1)

GY ðsÞZGZð1KpCpsÞZGrð1KpCpsÞZGXð1Kr Crð1KpCpsÞÞ

ZGXð1KrpCrpsÞ; ðA3Þ

for sRmax(0,1K1/(pr)). Hence, Gr0(s) is the pgf of anN0-valued random variable
for all r0%r. In consequence, there exists a rR0, such thatGr(s), sRmax(0,1K1/r),
defines a pgf for all r!r. If r!N, then

(1) GrnðsÞ/GrðsÞ for rn/r, rn!r, and sRmax(0, 1K1/r) and
(2) Gr(s)/Gr(1)Z1 for s/1, s!1.

Conditions (1) and (2) are sufficient to prove that Gr(s), sRmax(0,1K1/r) also
defines a pgf (e.g. Hoffmann-Jørgensen 1994). It is achieved as the weak limit of
N0-valued random variables; hence, the limit variable is also N0-valued. If r%1,
then ZwBi(X,r) has pgf GZ(s)ZGr(s). Hence, rR1. Equation (A 3) also proves
that the family of pgfs is closed under binomial subsampling. The proof is
completed. &
Proc. R. Soc. A (2006)



1193Binomial subsampling
Proof of theorem 2.8. A random variable Z with distribution in P fulfills

GZðsÞZGXð1KrCrsÞZGX1
ð1KrCrsÞn: ðA4Þ

If r%r1, then GZ1
ðsÞZGX1

ð1KrCrsÞ defines a distribution in Q, hence
ZZ

Pn
iZ1 Zi has distribution in P and r1%r. &

Proof of theorem 3.1. Assume P is closed under binomial subsampling. Then Z
in the class of X has factorial moments given by

EðZ½k�ÞZ
dk

dsk
GZðsÞjsZ1 Z

dk

dsk
GXð1Kr CrsÞjsZ1 Z rkEðX½k�Þ: ðA5Þ

In particular, EðZÞZrEðXÞ, and as a consequence Tf must have one of the
specified forms, whenever f2F is a parameterization of the orbits of P.

Let trZrt and fkðt;fÞZEðX½k�Þ, then

fkðtr ;fÞZ rkfkðt;fÞ; ðA6Þ
and

fkðtr ;fÞ
tkr

Z
fkðt;fÞ

tk
: ðA7Þ

For fixed f, vary t and r, such that trZrt remains constant. This is possible for
all tr2Tf, because Tf is an interval. It follows that

fkðt;fÞZ akðfÞtk ; ðA8Þ

for some constant ak(f) depending on k and f only, and that a1(f)Z1, as
required.

Assume now that the descending moments fulfill the relations in the theorem
for (t,f)2U, and that Tf has one of the specified forms. Then Z, given by
ZwBi(X, p) for X in P, has descending moments

EðZ½k�ÞZ akðfÞðptÞk ; ðA9Þ

(similar calculation as above). Z has the same descending moments as the
distribution P(pt, f) in P ((pt,f)2U, because Tf is an interval by assumption);
hence, Z has distribution Pðtp;fÞZPðpt;fÞ, because the descending moments
determine the distribution uniquely (by assumption). It follows that P is closed
under binomial subsampling. &

Proof of corollary 3.2. Clearly, EðX½k�ÞZ0 for kO0 defines the degenerated
distribution P0. Hence, 02T and T is non-empty. Assume t2T for some tR0,
and that t determines the distribution of X by EðX½k�ÞZakt

k. Then t� fulfilling

0%t�%t determines the distribution of ZwBi(X,t�/t) by EðZ½k�ÞZakðt�Þk.
Hence, T is an interval, and the family defined by T is closed under binomial
subsampling. &

Proof of lemma 3.3. See Bollobás (2001). &
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Proof of theorem 4.5. Let a k-order power series family be given. Let
ZwBi(X, p) and zRk, then

PðZ Z zÞZ
X
xRz

x

z

� �
pzð1KpÞxKzbðxÞlxgðlÞK1

Z
1

z!
ðplÞzgðlÞK1 dz

duz

X
xRk

bðxÞux
juZlð1KpÞ

Z
1

z!
ðplÞzgðlÞK1 dz

duz ð1KcðuÞÞgðuÞjuZlð1KpÞ: ðA10Þ
Also

PðZ Z zÞZ bðzÞlzpgðlpÞK1; ðA11Þ
for some lp that depends on l and p. Hence,

dz

duz
ð1KcðuÞÞgðuÞjuZlð1KpÞ Z z!bðzÞ

lp

pl

� �z gðlÞ
gðlpÞ

: ðA12Þ

It follows that pl/lp and g(l)/g(lp) depend on l and p only through uZl(1Kp).
Hence, we might consider them as functions of u. Put z(u)Z(1Kc(u))g(u),
f (u)Zpl/lp, and h(u)Zf (u)Kkg(l)/g(lp). Then the zth differential of z(u) can be
written as

dz

duz zðuÞZBðzÞ 1

f ðuÞzKk
hðuÞ; ðA13Þ

where B(z)Zz!b(z). It follows that f (0)Zh(0)Z1, because lpZl for pZ1 and
l(1Kp)Zl(1K1)Z0. Now

dzC1

duzC1
zðuÞZ d

du

dz

duz
zðuÞ

� �
ZBðzÞ KðzKkÞ 1

f ðuÞzC1Kk
f 0ðuÞhðuÞC 1

f ðuÞzKk
h 0ðuÞ

" #

ZBðzC1Þ 1

f ðuÞzC1Kk
hðuÞ; ðA14Þ

where f 0 and h 0 denote the differentials of f and h, respectively. Rewriting equation
(A 14) yields

BðzÞ½KðzKkÞf 0ðuÞhðuÞC f ðuÞh 0ðuÞ�ZBðzC1ÞhðuÞ: ðA15Þ
In particular,

BðkÞf ðuÞh 0ðuÞZBðkC1ÞhðuÞ; ðA16Þ
and hence

f 0ðuÞZ K1

zKk

BðzC1Þ
BðzÞ K

BðkC1Þ
BðkÞ

� �
; ðA17Þ

which must be independent of z, i.e. f 0(u)Zb for some constant b2R, and hence
f (u)ZbuC1, because f (0)Z1. From equation (A16)

h 0ðuÞ
hðuÞ Z

BðkC1Þ
BðkÞ

1

f ðuÞ Z
BðkC1Þ
BðkÞ

1

buC1
; ðA18Þ
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and hence for bZ0

hðuÞZ euBðkC1Þ=BðkÞ; ðA19Þ
and bs0

hðuÞZ ðbuC1ÞbBðkC1Þ=BðkÞ; ðA20Þ
where it has been used that h(0)Z1.

If bZ0, it follows from equation (A 17) that

bðxÞZ BðxÞ
x!

Z
gxKkBðkÞ

x!
; ðA21Þ

with gZB(kC1)/B(k). Equation (A21) has the form of equation (4.9) in the
theorem by reparameterization of l. If gZ0, then the distribution can only be
positive on {0,., k} (this case is covered by equation (4.7) in the theorem).

If bs0, then equation (A 17) yields

bðxÞZ BðxÞ
x!

Z
bxKka½xKk�BðkÞ

x!
; ðA22Þ

xRk, where a is defined by B(kC1)/B(k)Zba. If aO0, then also bO0, and as a
consequence a is an integer, a2N0. In this case, equation (A22) takes the form
of equation (4.7) in the theorem. If a!0, then also b!0 and

bðxÞZ BðxÞ
x!

Z
ðKbÞxKkðKaÞðxKkÞBðkÞ

x!
; ðA23Þ

xRk. Equation (A 23) has the form of equation (4.8) in the theorem. If aZ0, then
the distribution is only positive on {0,.,k} (this case is covered by equation (4.7)
in the theorem). The proof is completed. &
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